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Abstract. In this paper first results in clinical evaluation of a new mobile image
viewing device are described. The system comprises a compact and mobile
viewing device that can be tracked by an optical position sensor. It is capable of
displaying reasonable parts of a medical image data set (i.e. CT) on its screen in
relation to the spatial position regarding a patient. This article describes first
results and application details in applying this viewing device to clinical
indications in maxillofacial surgery.

1   Introduction

To support surgeons during medical interventions, a navigated and mobile viewing
device – NaviView – for computer tomographical imaging data has been developed.
This imaging device displays medical imaging data near the patient and in spatial
correlation to the patient.

The approach comprises a 6.4”-TFT-LCD screen that is spatially tracked using a
standard optical tracking system (Polaris, NDI Canada). Therefore, a passive tracking
device is attached to the housing for measuring the position of the device in space. A
standard personal computer is used as a control unit. NaviView is connected to the
video output of the control unit. This mobile and navigated setup allows for viewing
of medical image data directly at the patient and within the sterile area during a
surgical intervention.  Given the relative spatial position and orientation between the
NaviView system and the patient, the control unit renders an reasonable part of the
medical image data to the display. This allows intuitive viewing of image data sets
from arbitrary positions and orientations relative to the patient. The compact display,
consisting of a CCD-camera, a LCD-screen and a touch screen sensor is only 270 x
200 x 50 mm, weighting around gr. 500. This compactness allows for application
even within the surgical situs. To control the device, the screen is equipped with a
resistive touch sensor. Using the touch screen the surgeon can simply navigate
through the scene, zoom the image or display different interesting structures and
change their appearance and further imaging parameters.
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This paper deals with issues of clinical application and experiences in integrating
this system into the surgical process. It will be shown that the application of a such a
navigated viewing  device is extremely helpful for interpreting medical imaging data
such as CT images. Based upon this system a number of implemented visualization
modes and their support to the surgeon is discussed.

2   State of the Art

A number of different technical approaches for visualization of medical imaging are
described in literature:

Stationary computer screens and print outs: Medical images are most commonly
viewed and interpreted using colour calibrated computer screens. Intra-operatively,
surgeons rely on print outs that are viewed in front of an illuminated screen.
Interpretation becomes difficult when the surgeon has to walk back and for between
the viewing screen and the surgical scene.

Surgical Microscopes: are used to augment imaging data from different modalities
onto the viewing area of the microscope [1][2]. However, such systems are too large,
expensive and cumbersome to manipulate for most short lasting intraoperative
inspection of medical images. Such microscope systems are seldom found outside
neuro- and maxillofacial surgery departments and seem to be not available to medical
staff outside of specialised hospitals.

Head-Mounted Displays: Several research projects cover different aspects of
viewing medical imaging data using head mounted displays (HMD) [3][4]. Although
it seems intuitive to use HMD’s, surgeons complain about the viewing handicaps for
their occluded views and the weight of the systems to be worn on the head during an
intervention. Handling unsterile HMD’s by the surgeons seems rather difficult.

Translucent Displays: Translucent displays are inserted into the surgeons field of
view and different imaging modalities can be augmented on the screen [5][6]. Being a
powerful visualization method, the technical setup is rather difficult, since the viewers
(i.e. the surgeons) eyes need to be tracked in space to align the computer created
image with the real view of the surgical scene.

The drawbacks of the above mentioned systems regarding cost effectiveness,
handling in a surgical scene, sterilization issues and technical complexity have lead to
the development of a new navigated image viewer. Advantage of the NaviView
system is a direct projection of the correlation between medical imaging data and a
real scene on a compact, portable and flexible to handle miniature screen in close
distance to a patients body. The surgeon may not be disturbed by head mounted
displays or other extensive and cumbersome to handle equipment. The proposed and
developed device is inexpensive and easy to integrate in clinical environments. The
system and its capability to augment medical imaging modalities onto a video
modality of the same patient are described in detail in [7].
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3   Description of Application

The following chapters describe technical and clinical details of the first application
of this novel device in maxillofacial surgery. Besides an introduction into the systems
mode of operation, the actual clinical indication, the workflow of application is
depicted and the benefit for the surgeons will be discussed.

3.1   The Navigated Image Viewer

The navigated viewing device comprises a mobile and compact flat panel display and
a localizer system for spatial tracking (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The navigated image viewer is a mobile computer screen with an optical localizer
system and a video camera integrated to sensor the back side of the viewer (left). Pre- and
intraoperative phases for using a navigated image viewing device. The preoperative phase
consists of preparation of a dental splint and image acquisition. During the intervention the
system is used for displaying imaging modalities (right).

The image viewer is attached to a navigation platform (RoboDent GmbH,
Berlin/Germany) that consists of a processing unit and the optical tracking system
Polaris (NDI, Ontario/Canada). The tracking system cam measures the position and
orientation of NaviView disp and the patient pat (Fig. 2) to form the transformation:

patTdisp = (camTpat)
 -1· camTdisp (1)

The image data set is registered to a set of markers mar and from there to the
patients tracking device pat using:

patTima = patTmar

 ·marTima (2)

whereby patTmar

 is the reproducible position of the tracking device to the markers
reference frame. The position of the markers are automatically detected in the image
data set, described in [8], and a coordinate transformation marTima is created. A
transformation between the tracking device and the viewing screen of the viewer is
described by viewTdisp. The spatial relationship between the image data and a position on
the viewing screen can then be described by:
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viewTima = viewTdisp

 ·dispTworld

 · (patTworld)
-1 · patTima (3)

The complete transformation of the screen’s corner points viewpul, 
viewpur and viewpll (upper

left and right and lower left corner) into the image coordinate system such as:
ima pul = (visTima)

-1 · viewpul (4)

a visualization plane vis in the distance dview can be described and the voxel values of
the image data from within this plane are linearly transferred to the viewing screen.

dview

disp

view

ima

vis

imapll

imapul

imapur

cam

par pat

Fig. 2. Graphical model to visualize a specific plane from within a three dimensional image
data set. The visualization plane correlates with NaviViews position relative to the patient and
therefore to the image data.

This model allows for intuitive projection of image data. By changing the viewing
parameters such as dview different visualization modes can be realized. To optimally
interpret the visualized images the surgeon can choose from different visualization
modes:
o Fixed distance mode: The images being displayed are created in a fixed

distance in front of the NaviView. To visualize images in different depths
within the patient, the surgeon moves the system along the viewing axis. A
slider element within the graphical user interface (touch screen) serves for
selection of appropriate zoom factors in a way that the surgeon can view any
actual image situation from a landscape zoom to a microscope zoom view.

o Fixed Focus mode: The fixed focus mode can be applied, once a designated
internal structure is of interest to the surgeon. Moving the NaviView in a way,
that the interesting structures is centred within the image and than activating
the fix focus mode allows to view the focused area from different positions
and angles. NaviView calculates the appropriate viewing plane within the
image data set according to the actual spatial relationship between the patient
and the viewing device.
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To operate the system and to change viewing parameters a graphical user interface is
integrated, that can be operated via touch screen. It consists of a simple, yet intuitive
to operate number of graphical elements. Importantly, the medical images are
displayed on the screen and part of it is reserved for displaying the operating
elements. The user finds status information such as visibility states and visualization
modes (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The user interface comprises a touch screen and a set of easy to understand graphical
gadgets.

A graphical element depicts the current viewing distance between the system and the
viewing plane. A slider element is placed for intuitive adaptation of visualization
parameters such as zoom factor or viewing distance. However, the functionally
minimal user interface does not overstrain the surgeon and still provides for
maximum interpretability of the medical image data.

3.2   Clinical Indication

To discuss the advantages and benefits of using navigated imaging in maxillofacial
surgery, a typical clinical indication, familiar to maxillofacial and trauma surgeons,
has been chosen, to apply the NaviView-System. A male person delivered to the
hospital with a typical zygoma fracture became the first patient for applying this novel
idea and system for image viewing.

A zygoma fracture is a high dimensional fracture of bone structures within the
midfacial area (Fig. 4 a). Within this anatomical area, a number of important internal
structures such as the orbital floor are affected due to the fracture. These structures are
important for correct vision and serve several other aesthetic and functionally
important aspects. The optimal outcome of a surgical treatment of zygoma fracture is
a correct three dimensional repositioning of the dislocated bone segments to cope for
the above mentioned reasons. To understand the clinical situation being treated, the
surgeon has to determine the number and spatial relationships of all fractured parts of
the zygoma and the connecting structures. Since fracture lines most often lay within
different planes of the image set, the surgeon finds it difficult to understand the
complex situation.

A correct and optimal interpretation of available imaging modalities such as CT is
imperative in order to understand the complex three dimensional situation and to
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identify possible problems, that could possibly be encountered during the surgical
intervention.

3.3   Image Acquisition and Registration

A CT scan (Siemens Somatom, Germany) of the patients head was performed and the
imaging data exported to the navigated image viewer using DICOM 3.0 Standard. A
dental splint was produced using a negative imprint taken from the patients upper jaw
at the beginning of the treatment. A navigation bow with a set of titanium markers is
attached to the splint. The splint/navigation bow device is clipped into the patients
upper jaw during image acquisition and during the surgery (Fig. 4 b).

Fig. 4. a) Typical fracture lines of a zygoma in the midfacial area [9]. b) The registration device
consists of a dental splint and a navigation bow, worn on the patients upper jaw. The device is
attached to the patient during image acquisition and the viewing phase.

Part of the preparation phase is an automatic detection process of the titanium
markers in the navigation bow as described in [8]. The marker positions within the
medical images and their known and reproducible position relative to the attached
patient localizer enables a safe, precise and easy to use registration.

3.4   Intraoperative Application of the Navigated Image Viewer

NaviView is ready to use after it has been prepared for the sterile environment using
sterile drapes. The imaging data set is loaded into the system. As soon as both the
patients and NaviViews localizer are visible to the position sensor and the system is in
a useful spatial correlation to the patient, imaging data is displayed to the surgeon
(Fig. 3 right). The user moves the NaviView system freely around the interesting
areas and interprets the images being displayed. The two dimensional images depicted
are selected by spatially moving the system. A direct hand-eye-coordination can be
established due to visual feedback given to the surgeon while changing NaviViews
position in space.
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Fig. 5. a) The navigated image viewer is covered in sterile drapes to be used directly at the
surgical area. Sterile reflectors are attached to the outside for optical tracking. b) NaviView was
used by several surgeons in parallel to extensively discuss the clinical situation before the
actual surgical intervention.

4   Results and Conclusion

The preclinical evaluation phase consisted of numerous consultations of the
developing team and the clinical users to find an optimal visualization of the high
dimensional image data in a simple and optimal to understand manner.

Surgeons reported, that using the fixed distance mode gives them most intuitive
understandability due to the direct visual feedback created from the specific spatial
situation.

Applying the NaviView system provided the surgeons with interesting insights into
the specific clinical situation. Dynamic visualization in a close spatial context to the
patient has been proven to be extremely helpful in understanding the spatial
relationship of the clinical situation. The depicted situation requires a sophisticated
understanding of the several fracture lines within the bone segments and the spatial
position of the fractured element. This is of great importance for the later surgical
treatment, as to find an optimal initial insertion position for the surgical tools.

Despite different initial expectations we found that surgeons rather rely on ordinary
two dimensional images rather than sophisticated 3D graphic renderings. Their
expertise in interpreting 2D images is rather large, since this form of visualization is
the current clinical standard. Nevertheless, there might be interesting and real helpful
forms of 3D visualization that need to be found in future.

NaviView has been found to be a simple to use, easy and inexpensive to integrate
and powerful image visualization device. The successful clinical application of this
novel imaging device in maxillofacial surgery supplied us with interesting aspects for
further research in optimal clinical integration as well as ideas for applying NaviView
in different clinical fields such as trauma and orthopaedic surgery. Great potential lies
in the research of intuitive and helpful visualization modes to support medical staff
during the interpretation phase. Another aspect of future work lies in integrating other
medical imaging modalities into the system and provide surgeons with new
perspectives of image data.
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